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Abstract
Blaise datamodels and Manipula scripts have long had the capability to call DLL’s through the alien procedure interface. The
article explores the capabilities of Manipula alien procedures with regards to controlling OLE automation servers. As an
example we use a Manipula script that automates Microsoft Excel’s PivotTable in order to create cross tabulations.

Introduction
This article will illustrate for you the power and flexibility that you can obtain when you combine Blaise for Windows support
for ALIEN PROCEDURES with DLL’s that are OLE-Automation controllers. The subject matter is technical in nature as it
involves the combination of two programming techniques. However we feel that the potential benefits of the application of the
technique make it relevant to a wider audience.
The benefits of the technique are quite clear. In your Manipula/Maniplus scripts you can write statements that control other
programs. The control you obtain can be quite extensive. You can transfer data into and out of the target program and you can
issue commands to have the target program manipulate the data, or output it.
The technique is particularly relevant to offices that have invested heavily in the use of generic ‘Office’ software and require
reports, tables, charts etcetera to be prepared in products such as Excel and Word, and e-mail communication to be performed
by Exchange or Outlook. We list a few examples:
§
§
§
§
§

Sending data as e-mail using Ms-Outlook
Retrieving data from the e-mail system and placing it into Blaise datasets
Tabulation of data from Blaise data sets using MS-Excel or SPSS-Tables
Preparation of Charts using Ms-Excel or SPSS-Chart
Preparing printed reports or form letters using MS-Word instead of using PRINT-Section formatting

In this article we would like to show you a non-trivial example to illustrate the power of the technique. A particular useful
feature in MS-Excel is the pivot table. This allows you to interactively define tabulations on multidimensional data. The
pivottable is a good example to illustrate the technique because:
§
§
§

Ms-Excel is ubiquitous. Almost all statistical offices have standardised around Ms-Office, and each desktop will have a
copy of Ms-Excel. Many users will therefore be familiar with pivottables.
Pivottable are extremely user friendly.
Pivottables are extremely flexible and allow a high degree of customization.

Before proceeding with the Tabulation example, we first present the two building stones of the technique, Alien Procedures in
Manipula and OLE-Automation. For both techniques we include a complete example to illustrate that the actual amount of
effort in making these techniques is limited. Because we need to program DLL’s, it is inevitable that we present some Delphi
(=Pascal) source code. We will only show the essential parts that illustrate the technique as we cannot assume that you are
familiar with this development environment .

Alien Procedures
At the heart of the technique is Blaise/Manipula’s ability to call Windows DLL programs. DLL stands for Dynamic Link
Library. DLL’s are pieces of programs that are ready to be called by another program and only loaded when required. The
Blaise user manual describes the process of declaring and calling such programs.
You cannot just use any DLL however. The procedures that are exported from the DLL must adhere to a standard interface.
The interface is documented and implemented in a Delphi unit file called MANWDLLO.PAS that is distributed with the Blaise
system. This basically means that you will need to write your own DLL’s in order to use ALIEN PROCEDURES in Manipula.
You could write the DLL using Delphi (recommended by the Blaise team) or C++.
You would use DLL’s for problems that are difficult or impossible to solve using Manipula alone. You can use these DLL’s to
provide procedures that provide information about the computing environment, that perform certain complicated statistical
operations, or that interface into other programs.
In order to provide you with a simple example of what is involved in using DLL’s, below we present the Manipula definition of
an ALIEN PROCEDURE that shows a message dialog with three choices, Yes, No, Cancel and returns an integer value. For
those of you familiar with MANIPLUS this would provide an extension to the CONFIRM dialog. The DLL is called
‘MANIYNC.DLL’, and it contains the procedure ‘ConfirmCancel’
PROCEDURE ConfirmCancelDialog
PARAMETERS
IMPORT Msg : STRING
EXPORT iRes: INTEGER
ALIEN('MANIYNC','ConfirmCancel')
ENDPROCEDURE {ConfirmCancelDialog}

You would call this procedure in your MANIPULATE section as follows:
MANIPULATE
sMsg := 'Do you want to impute the results (Yes/No) or cancel the process '
iRes := 0;
ConfirmCancelDialog(sMsg,Ires)
Case ires of
0: Display('Returned Cancel',wait)
1: Display('Returned Yes',wait)
2: Display('Returned No',wait)
endcase

The implementation of the DLL requires a little Delphi programming. In defining the procedure in Delphi, you will need to
adhere to the definition in MANWDLLO.PAS. If you keep to the definitions, writing the procedure is simple. The
GetStringValue and SetIntegerValue procedures are used to move the data into and out of the procedure. The DLLInterface
parameter contains all of the information on the various parameters passed to the DLL procedure. If the parameters passed
conform to the required information then the parameter values are obtained, and a messagedialog is shown that has three
buttons. ([mbYes,mbNo,mbCancel]). The outcome is captured in the variable res, and transformed such that cancel = 0, yes = 1
and no = 2.

Procedure ShowYesNoCancelDialog(DLLInterface:TDLLParamsInfo);stdcall; export;
var
msg : string;
res : integer;
dllparam1,dllparam2 : tdllparameter;
begin
if dllinterface.getparametercount= 2 then
begin
dllparam1 := dllinterface.getparameter(0);
dllparam2 := dllinterface.getparameter(1);
msg := getstringvalue(dllparam1);
res := MessageDlg(msg,mtconfirmation,[mbyes,mbno,mbcancel],0);
case res of
2: res := 0;
6: res := 1;
7: res := 2;
end;
SetIntegerValue(dllparam2,res);
end;
end;
exports

ShowYesNoCancelDialog index 1 name 'ConfirmCancel' resident;

Finally the ‘exports’ statement specifies how the showYesNoCancelDialog procedure is made available to the outside world.
You can see that it can be referred to by a number (index=1) or by an identifier (‘ConfirmCancel’).
The main point about this example is that the actual work is in setting up the exchange of information between Manipula and
the DLL. Fortunately this part is easily standardised. The actual work of showing a 3 button dialog is a single line in the
program, using a standard function MessageDlg.

OLE Automation
Automation is part of a technology that used to be called OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) and at present is known as
COM (Common Object Model) that has been developed by Microsoft and that is a key part of the Windows operating system.
You can have automation servers; programs that perform certain tasks and that provide a COM interface such that other
programs, automation clients, can control the execution of those tasks.
During the last IBUC Blaise 4.5 was shown by Statistics Netherlands in beta as an Automation server being controlled by MsExcel, the automation client. By programming MS-Excel using Visual Basic for Applications both data and metadata could be
extracted from a Blaise data set and to manipulate it using the Visual Basic for Applications programming language available in
MS-Excel.
MS-Excel however is itself also an automation server. You can make Excel programmatically perform any task that you can
perform interactively. You will need to study the Excel object-hierarchy to understand how to achieve particular tasks. The
top-level object is the application object. In the example below the Excel application object is represented by the v_xls
variable. You can see that we refer to cell A1 in the active sheet of the application as

V_xls.Activesheet.range[‘A1’].value := ‘Manipula controls Excel!’

The process of invoking Excel, opening a workbook, placing some data into a cell and saving the workbook is illustrated in the
following code extract:
…
try
v_xls := createoleobject('excel.application');
except
showmessage('Could not start MS-Excel');
exit;
end;
v_xls.Visible := True;
v_xls.workbooks.add;
v_xls.activesheet.range['A1'].value := 'Maniplus Controls MS-Excel';
v_xls.activesheet.range['A1'].font.size := 54;
v_xls.activesheet.columns['A:A'].columnwidth := 100;
v_xls.displayalerts := false;
v_xls.workbooks[1].saveas(‘BlaiseFecit’);
v_xls.quit;
…

It is taken from our second example DLL (MANIXLS.DLL), which only has a single procedure Makesheet. This procedure
invokes Ms-Excel , makes Excel show itself, creates a new workbook, and places a text in the active sheet of the new
workbook. After some formatting, it saves the spreadsheet under the name ‘BlaiseFecit.xls’.
To be complete, below is the source code for the Maniplus script that drives the DLL:
PROCESS TestExcel
AUXFIELDS
IRes : INTEGER
PROCEDURE MakeSheet
PARAMETERS
EXPORTS Result:INTEGER
ALIEN('ManiXls','MakeSheet')
ENDPROCEDURE {Makesheet}
MANIPULATE
MakeSheet(iRes)
Display('Invoked excel, returncode ='+str(iRes),wait)

Using MS-EXCEL Pivot Table interactively.
Before we start automating tabulations using the PivotTable, it is useful to have an idea what steps are involved in the process
of generating tabulation interactively.
We start this process with the generation of an Excel worksheet that contains the data to be tabulated in one of the worksheets.
Because there are a few problems in importing Blaise data into Excel that we like to avoid we use a Cameleon setup we
developed to load up the data.
Then the definition of the PivotTable can take place. This is actually a four-step process.
§
§
§
§

You define the kind of data source
You define the location and kind of the of the data
Then you define the tabulation
Then you define the location of the table in the workbook

To do this most easily you first select the columns that contain your source data, and then you activate the PivotTable
command.

MANITABS has only a few keywords. Because the Manipula DLL interface is implemented as ALIEN PROCEDURES, each
MANITABS keyword is a procedure call.
As an example lets take an excerpt from a business survey that contains information on opening and closing stocks and sales
and purchases. All of the enterprises are classified at NACE class, division and section level. The NACE codes are
implemented as STRING types. Also the Nace section and division level codes have been implemented as a Classification type,
and finally the section level codes have been implemented as an enumeration type.
We would like to make a very simple tabulation that shows opening stocks, purchases, sales and closing stock for each activity.
The table would look like this:
NACE Section
D
….

NACE Division
22
24
….

Count of Units
####.##
####.##

Opening Stock
####.##
####.##

Purchases
####.##
####.##

Sales
####.##
####.##

Closing Stock
####.##
####.##

The source code extract shown below is a typical sequence used for preparing a tabulation.

Specification of input and output
You first specify input and output files:
InitializeConstants
aFilePath := 'D:\job\delphi3\xlspivotdll\'
InputFileName(afilepath+'example01.txt')
ExcelFileName(aFilePath+'TABLE01.XLS')
ASCIISeparator ( 2) {comma}
ASCIIDelimiter ( 1) {doublequote}

§
§
§
§

The Initializeconstants procedure is defined in MANIPLUS.INC. It sets up the auxiliary variables that contain the Excel
constants.
The InputFilename procedure sets name and location of the ASCII file that contains the source data for the input file.
The OutputFileName procedure sets the name and location of the Excel workbook that contains the tabulation.
The ASCIISeparator and ASCIIDelimiter procedures establish the type of the ASCII inputfile. As mentioned earlier, it
needs to be a delimited file type. You could also use a TAB delimited file.

Specification of file structure and tabulation
Then you simultaneously define the structure of the inputfile, as well as the bare bones definition of the tabulation.

Addfield('QuestCode'
AddField('QuestCode02'
AddField('QuestCodeSec'
Addfield('Serial'
Addfield('retopen'
AddField('retpurch'
Addfield('retsales'
AddField('retclose'
Addfield('retmargin'

,2,0,0)
,2,1,2)
,2,1,1)
,1,4,0)
,1,4,0)
,1,4,0)
,1,4,0)
,1,4,0)
,1,0,0)

In designing MANITABS we have chosen to limit the number of procedures to a minimum, so there is a single procedure
ADDFIELD that defines a field in the input file as well as determines if and how this field is tabulated. The ADDFIELD
procedure has four arguments
1.
2.

The name of the field. You are free to name the field as you like, as long as it is unique.
The format specifier for the data. This is important. Normally Excel will import data in the ‘general’ format (1). This will
give erroneous results if you are importing classification codes, as these will be interpreted as numbers instead. Here you
can specify that you want such fields imported as ‘Text’ (2). You can also use this parameter to indicate the layout of date
fields.

3.
4.

The kind of field in the tabulation. Fields can be either skipped (=0), a row field (=1) , a column field (=2), a page field
(=3) or a data field (=4)
When you have several row fields or column fields it is important to establish the hierarchy between them. For instance if
you would like to prepare a tabulation showing both section and division levels of a classification, you would want the
section level to be shown is the outer field. You can use the fourth argument to indicate this sequence.

Specification of Tabulation Options
Datafieldoptions('serial'
Datafieldoptions('retopen'
Datafieldoptions('retsales'
Datafieldoptions('retpurch'
Datafieldoptions('retclose'
DatafieldOrientation(2)
ExcelVisible(2)
PivotFontSize(8)
PivotFontName('Arial')

,0,
,0,
,0,
,0,
,0,

Func.xlcount,'#,##0');
Func.xlSum, '#,##0');
Func.xlSum, '#,##0');
Func.xlSum, '#,##0');
Func.xlSum, '#,##0');

{count}
{sum}
{sum}
{sum}
{sum}
{columns}

Finally you can define some tabulation options.
§

§
§
§

The DatafieldOptions procedure allows you to specify for each datafield how it should be presented (as a value, as a
percentage of the total etcetera), what the aggregation method is (counting, sum, average, maximum, minimum etcetera.
Note the use of the Func auxiliary variable to mimics constants), and what the presentation format should be. The chosen
format here is no decimals, but with a separator between thousands.
The datafieldorientation procedure allows you to set whether you would like the datafields to be presented in separate
columns (=1) or in separate rows (=2).
The ExcelVisible procedure allows you to specify whether you want to see Excel build the pivottable (=2) or not (=1)
The PivotFontname and the PivotFontSize procedures set the font properties of the PivotTable.

Creating the Tabulation
Up until now there ha been precious little activity. We have provided the DLL with all the variable parameters that it needs to
control MS-Excel. Excel itself has not been ‘invoked’ as yet.

Tabulate(iRes)

There is a single procedure, Tabulate, that changes all this. The Tabulate procedure will invoke Excel, and issue all the OLEAutomation commands to make Excel prepare the tabulation you have defined in Manipula. Tabulate takes a single parameter,
iRes, which should contain the value 0 after Excel finishes. If it contains another value something has gone wrong.
The Clearfields procedure clears the definition from the DLL.
You can use MANITABS in both MANIPLUS and MANIPULA scripts. However MANITABS will feel at home in
MANIPLUS scripts, because these do not require specification of INPUTFILE and OUTPUTFILE sections. Also, you might
benefit from a CIF set-up that takes a hand in providing you with some additional Metadata, and would write out the fieldnames
of the output files for you, as well as any calculated fields you might want to add.
After playing the Manitabs script we find that a pivot table has been prepared that is very similar to our design objective. We
have separate columns for each of our data fields, we have succeeded in having the number of enterprises counted, but the other
numeric data added together, and we have used a string field as a row field.

MANIPULATE {Transform string data into enumeration}
case QuestCodeSec of
'A' : QuestCodeSecEnum := SecA
'B' : QuestCodeSecEnum := SecB
'C' : QuestCodeSecEnum := SecC
'D' : QuestCodeSecEnum := SecD
… {some codes later}
'Q' : QuestCodeSecEnum := SecQ
endcase
case QuestCode02 of
'01' : QuestCode02Enum := Div01
'02' : QuestCode02Enum := Div02
'05' : QuestCode02Enum := Div05
'10' : QuestCode02Enum := Div10
… {many codes later}
'72' : QuestCode02Enum := Div72
else
QuestCode02Enum := DivUnknown
endcase
Counter := 1;
OutputFile1.WRITE

Subsequently you would need to write a translation Manipula script that translates each individual value for the row and column
fields into an enumerated value. Below we show you a typical extract for a manipulate section that recodes string data into an
enumeration. It relies on a CASE/ENDCASE statement for each of the translations. We did not attempt to set up an
enumeration and recode the four-digit NACE class codes as there are around 450 of those. Also notice the introduction of a

DATAMODEL Example02 "Example with enumerated fields and dummy counter
TYPE
tQuestCodeSecEnum =

tQuestCodeDivEnum =

field"

(SecA (1) "Agriculture",
SecB (2) "Fishery" ,
… {many codes later}
SecQ (17) "Extra territorial organizations" )
(

Div01 (1)
"Agriculture Hunting and Related",
Div02 (2)
"Forestry and logging",
…{many codes later}
DivUnknown (99))

FIELDS
QuestCode
"NACE 4 digit Activity code"
: STRING[4]
QuestCode02 "NACE 2 digit Activity code"
: STRING[2]
QuestCodeSec "NACE Section level code"
: STRING[1]
QuestCode02Enum "NACE 2 digit Activity code as enumeration" : tQuestCodeDivEnum
QuestCodeSecEnum "NACE Section level code as enumeration"
: tQuestCodeSecEnum

‘Counter’ field that obtains the value 1 in order for us to be able to include counts and totals in the same tabulation.

In Figure 7 below we show you the outcome of this tabulation. Notice that Abacus substitutes the category text for the category
identifier (the section codes). Abacus does not print the category values.
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